
Camden   Cycling   Campaign,   11   Grove   Terrace,   NW5   1PH 
14th   October   2016 

Response   to   Consultation   on   Tavistock/Torrington   Place   Cycle   Route 

 

To   Charlotte   May,   copy   to:   Simi   Shah   and   Natasha   Brown 
 
This   response   to   the   consultation   on   the   Tavistock/Torrington   Place   Cycle   Route   is   from 
Camden   Cycling   Campaign,   the   local   borough   group   of   London   Cycling   Campaign   (LCC). 
We   have   over   500   members   and   represent   the   interests   of   cyclists   living   or   working   in   the 
borough   of   Camden.   We   consulted   members   and   others   about   this   issue   by   email,   on   our 
website,   on   CycleScape   and   at   a   meeting   on   26th   September. 

To   respond   to   the   two   general   questions: 

Q6:   We   would   like   the   current   street   layout   (with   a   cycle   track   on   each   side   of   the   road   and 
one-way   motor   traffic)   to   become   permanent.  
Q7:   We   are   strongly   against   the   street   returning   to   its   pre-trial   layout   (two   motor   traffic   lanes 
and   one   two-way   cycle   track) 

Our   main   reasons   for   supporting   the   trial   layout   are   as   follows: 

● air   quality   measurements   show   a   considerable   improvement   on   Tavistock   Place   and 
smaller   improvements   at   two   other   nearby   sites; 

● the   number   of   people   cycling   on   the   Tavistock/Torrington   Place   Cycle   Route   has 
increased   substantially   -   reversion   to   the   previous   layout   would   produce   even   greater 
and   more   dangerous   overcrowding   than   before; 

● the   potential   for   conflict   between   cyclists   and   pedestrians   has   been   reduced 
significantly.   In   addition,   crossing   the   road   is   much   simpler   –   with   the   former   two-way 
cycle   track   and   two-way   motor   flows,   a   pedestrian   had   to   look   left,   right,   left   and   then 
right   again;  

● the   number   of   opportunities   for   conflict   between   cyclists   and   turning   vehicles   has 
been   reduced,   particularly   at   the   two   junctions   with   Gordon   Square   where   many 
collisions   and   near   misses   used   to   occur   between   westbound   motors   and   westbound 
cycles   on   the   ‘wrong   side   of   the   road’; 

● the   number   of   collisions   recorded   for   the   previous   layout   (57   in   3   years   including   12 
serious   injuries)   is   unacceptable; 

● the   wider   cycle   tracks   provide   sufficient   capacity   so   that   people   can   sometimes   cycle 
side   by   side   and   overtaking   is   safe   even   when   passing   a   cargo   bike   or   child   carrying 
bike; 

● motor   traffic   flows   on   Tavistock   Place   have   decreased   significantly. 

Our   detailed   comments   on   the   proposed   improvements   are   as   follows: 

Track   width .   The   track   width   of   2.2m   should   be   regarded   as   an   absolute   minimum;   wherever 
possible,   the   tracks   should   be   2.5m   wide   to   allow   for   an   increase   in   the   number   of   cyclists. 
We   are   in   favour   of   widening   the   footways,   but   with   the   proposed   extensions,   the   footway 
would   be   unnecessarily   wide   for   most   of   the   way   between   Byng   Place   and   Woburn   Place 
and   there   is   some   scope   for   widening   the   cycle   track   elsewhere. 



Blended   junctions.    We   note   that   the   consultation   mentions   ‘blended   crossings’   –   junctions 
where   both   footway   and   cycle   track   are   marked   across   the   side   road,   the   ‘Give   Way’ 
marking   on   the   latter   being   before   the   footway.   We   want   to   see   the   ‘blended   crossing’ 
treatment   at   all   of   the   ‘priority   junctions’.  
Appearance   of   the   stepped   tracks.    We   understand   the   reasons   for   Camden’s   use   of 
conventional   tarmac   for   the   surface   of   cycle   tracks.   But   we   strongly   suggest   that   a   colour 
distinction   is   needed   for   the   tracks   on   Tavistock/Torrington   to   deter   parking   and   driving   on 
the   track   by   motors.   A   different   shade   of   grey   or   buff   colour   would   suffice. 
Loading   bay   outside   Planet   Organic .   We   are   strongly   against   putting   a   loading   bay   in   the 
cycle   track.   We   have   seen   primary   school   age   children   using   these   tracks.   Although   motor 
traffic   flows   have   reduced   under   the   trial,   they   are   still   too   high   for   people   on   bikes   to   share 
the   road   with   motor   vehicles   (AM   peak   hour   274,   lunchtime   hour   993   and   PM   peak   hour   246) 
and   they   are   expected   to   increase   under   the   West   End   Project.   In   the   case   that   there   is   a 
loading   bay,   the   hours   should   be   kept   to   a   minimum   and   avoid   the   lunchtime   peak   (i.e. 
10am-noon   and   2-4pm)   and   they   must   be   properly   enforced.  
Byng   Place :   for   the   westbound   (contraflow)   cyclists,   the   edge   of   the   cycle   track   should   be 
marked   clearly,   for   example   with   a   line   of   metal   studs. 
Junction   at   Bedford   Way :   cyclists   need   the   support   of   two-stage   right   turns   from   Tavistock 
Place   into   Bedford   Way   and   Tavistock   Square.  
Low-level   signals   for   cyclists .   These   are   needed   at   Marchmont   Street   where   there   is   no 
second   signal.   At   present   cyclists   at   the   front   of   the   ASL   box   cannot   see   the   signal   head. 
Low   level   signals   would   be   desirable   elsewhere   (see   below). 
Junction   at   Judd   Street.    There   is   a   risk   of   left   hook   for   eastbound   cyclists   going   straight 
ahead.   This   needs   to   be   eliminated   by   using   a   signalling   scheme   in   which   eastbound   cycles 
and   eastbound   motors   get   green   in   separate   signal   stages.   The   diagram   illustrates   a 
suggested   scheme.  

 
The   top   row   shows   the   four   existing   signal   stages   in   which   there   is   a   potential   left   hook   in 
Stage   3.   The   bottom   row   shows   our   proposal   for   Stages   2   and   3   in   which   the   left   hook   is 



eliminated.      In   Stage   1,   cyclists   should   be   provided   with   the   ability   to   turn   right   by   means   of   a 

two-stage   right   turn. 

Some   enhancements 

Low-level   signals   for   cyclists .   Low-level   signals   have   been   introduced   at   the   Camden   Road 

crossing   on   Royal   College   Street   and   at   all   the   junctions   on   the   new   N-S   and   E-W   cycle 

superhighways.   If   funds   allow,   they   would   really   improve   the   experience   for   the   people   riding 

the   route,   particularly   those   with   limited   mobility.  

A   cycle   counter .   The   counters   in   Royal   College   Street   and   Pancras   Road   have   enabled   us   to 

report   on   the   usage   of   these   two   routes,   in   particular   we   were   able   to   show   a   20%   increase 

in   the   number   of   cyclists   following   the   opening   of   the   northern   extension   of   Royal   College 

Street.    http://camdencyclists.org.uk/2016/10/increase-in-numbers-using-north-south-routes/ 

Increased   motor   traffic   flows   in   Judd      Street   and   Hunter   Street: 

The   motor   traffic   flows   in   these   streets   were   already   at   levels   of   around   7000   PCUs   per   day 

according   to   counts   in   September   2015.   This   is   far   above   the   level   of   2000   PCUs   per   day, 

considered   by   LCC   to   be   suitable   for   cyclists   of   all   ages   and   abilities   to   share   the   road   with 

motor   vehicles.  

We   therefore   urge   Camden   to   go   ahead   with   the   proposed   closure   at   Lansdowne   Terrace. 

Even   more   important   is   the   Midland   Road   scheme   that   will   provide   safe   cycling   in   both 

directions   across   Euston   Road   between   Midland   Road   and   Judd   Street.   It   will   also   ban   the 

left   turn   out   of   the   north   end   of   Judd   Street   thus   removing   any   reason   for   northbound 

through-traffic   to   enter   Judd   Street.   These   measures   taken   together   should   make   Judd 

Street   suitable   for   use   as   part   of   the   northern   extension   of   CS-6   without   adding   any 

separated   cycle   infrastructure.  

 

Jean   Dollimore,   John   Chamberlain,   George   Coulouris,   Angela   Hobsbaum 


